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They are back: Workshops enrich NEW HOUSING 2024 

In addition to houses, service providers and the expert forum, old 

acquaintances are returning to NEW HOUSING: the workshops.  

Karlsruhe. From 28 to 30 June, Messe Karlsruhe will once again become 

Europe's largest tiny house festival at NEW HOUSING. More than 70 exhibitors 

will be presenting, among other things, around 50 houses with a wide variety of 

tiny house designs. 

But tiny house fans and enthusiasts can also look forward to seeing old friends: 

the workshops are back! "Sharing ideas, working on topics together, practical 

application - that's what the workshops are all about. I'm looking forward to 

seeing how they are received by our participants," says Ramona Jonait, Project 

Manager of NEW HOUSING.  

The workshop times 

Three workshops will be offered on each of the three festival days Friday, 

Saturday and Sunday - from 10.30 am to 12.30 pm, from 12.45 pm to 1.45 pm 

and from 3.30 pm to 5.30 pm.  

With Chris and Caro from the podcast "tinyon", interested parties can work 

together on the path to their own mini house. Under the title "How the dream 

finally becomes reality - the first step towards living in a tiny house", the two will 

help you take the right steps to become a safe and reliable part of the tiny house 

community and avoid mistakes in the process. This workshop is designed for 

25 participants. 

Anika Falke (Falke Design) will be offering two workshops on Saturday and 

Sunday - depending on the progress made on the way to your own tiny house. 

The workshop on Saturday is designed for beginners, the one on Sunday for 

advanced users. How do take the step towards small living? What do you really 

have to do without and where does the renunciation begin? How much luxury is 

still possible? These workshops have been designed for 15 to a maximum of 20 

participants. 

Fabian Müller from Vilcomo will kick off the workshop on Friday morning. 

Müller is an expert in networking people with local authorities. He knows what 

legal steps future mini-house residents need to take in order to obtain land and 

planning permission, for examplace. What applications need to be completed? 

Who do interested parties need to contact? What tips and tricks are there for 

hieving success for the dream home in the desired municipality? Müller will 

answer these and other questions. 25 people can take part in this workshop.  



 

You don't necessarily have to live in a tiny house yourself - or at least not 

immediately. The Kadolz Homes workshop will discuss how you can provide 

for yourself and your future with a tiny house. Roxana Sochan and her sister 

Natalie will show how people can use their tiny house as an investment - 

whether for retirement planning or for passive income. A maximum of 30 people 

can take part in this workshop. 

These and other workshops can be booked on the NEW HOUSING website at 

https://www.new-housing.de/en/. 

https://www.new-housing.de/en/

